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At OSE, we understand that transporting healthcare products is a delicate 
process that requires a rigorous and specialist logistical approach.

For 20 years, we have provided an essential link for the pharmaceutical industry, 
transporting everything from trial samples and vital medicines to capital equipment, 
straight to the heart of medical establishments.

An established worldwide airline and distribution network
We have decades of experience dealing with major worldwide airlines, allowing us to 
confidently advise you on the most appropriate and cost-effective air freight option to 
meet the requirements of your sensitive and fragile pharmaceutical consignments. Our 
established distribution network means that we can provide you with a premium service 
at competitive rates for morning and evening flight departures. Our in-house specialist 
customs clearance team can assist you in preparing all necessary documentation.

Temperature control you can rely on
We specialise in the preservation, storage and transportation of high-value pharmaceutical 
products that are sensitive to changing atmospheric conditions, ensuring a consistent 
temperature throughout the distribution process and supplying temperature-controlled 
and refrigerated vehicles to meet your specifications. With the utmost care taken at every 
stage of your consignment’s journey, our extensive team of professional drivers are all ADR-
qualified and are meticulous in the handling of bio-products and equipment for medical use.

An air freight service that suits your timescale
We can work with you to create a route planning strategy to get your temperature-sensitive 
goods to their destination in the shortest possible timeframe. Whatever your timescale 
or budget, we have the ideal air freight service to suit you. Whether door-to-door, import 
or export, express or economy the international air freight services from OSE European 
are designed to meet your specific needs. Our cutting-edge, precision satellite tracking 
technology used for all consignments across the UK and Europe ensures that you can stay 
updated on the exact location of your goods at any given point of the journey, providing 
complete peace of mind from start to finish.

YOU’RE IN SAFE 
HANDS WITH OSE

WE OFFER
• Temperature-controlled vehicles
• Refrigerated transport options
• ADR qualified drivers
• BioMedical services
• 24/7 Satellite-tracked vehicles

WHY CHOOSE OSE AS YOUR  
LOGISTICS PROVIDER?
• Unrivalled quality of service
• Cost-efficient transport
• Innovative technology solutions
• Customs clearance support

We have worked with OSE for over 
five years and have been delighted 
with their reliable and friendly 
service. Many of our consignments 
can be sensitive and fragile,  
which OSE handle perfectly
Aesica Pharmaceuticals Ltd

CONTACT DETAILS
To find out more about our pharmaceutical air  
freight services, please contact Jayne Rowley. 

+44 [0] 191 224 6710
sales@oseeuro.com


